
OFFICIAL FRENCH EXAMS AND QUALIFICATIONS
Langue Onze offers classes to help you prepare effectively for these exams, and 

offers guidance in the administrative steps necessary for registration. 

Exam Full title Language 
level Why take this exam ?

Preparatory training offered 
by Langue Onze

All our preparatory courses target the specific 
contents of the exam

Exam centres in 
Toulouse

Langue Onze is able to provide 
you with the registration forms 
and help with completing them

TCF

TCF 
ANF

TCF 
Québec

TCF pour 
la DAP

Test de Connais-
sance du Français

 
ANF : 

DAP : 

Accès à la 
Nationalité 
Française

Demande  
d’Admission 

Préalable

All level

To evaluate your linguistic knowledge and 
skills, and have them officially recognised 
according to international standards 

For personal reasons: with the simple goal of 
perfecting our skills;

For reasons of study: to be admitted into a 
French higher education institution;

For professional reasons: with the goal of 
succeeding in a recruitment process, gai-
ning a promotion or changing direction in 
your career

TEST VALID FOR 2 YEARS

Individual preparation, with the op-
tion to combine with a programme 
of intensive lessons.

Length to be determined according 
to the level and the teachers’ avai-
labilities

Langue Onze Toulouse 
(TP/ANF)

Alliance française de Toulouse 
(TP/ANF)

Université de Toulouse Jean Jaurès 
(TP/ANF)

Université Toulouse 1 Capitole 
(TP/ANF/Québec) 

Institut Catholique de Toulouse 
(TP/ANF/Québec)

DELF

Diplôme 
d’Etude 

en Langue 
Française

A1 à B2

To certify your abilities in French if you 
lack a qualification from the French edu-
cational system.

The DELF is often required by French uni-
versities.

QUALIFICATION VALID FOR LIFE 

Individual preparation, with the option to 
combine with a programme of intensive 
lessons.
Length to be determined according to 
the level and the teachers’ availabilities
Intensive group preparation 

Level B2/3 sessions a year 

Alliance française de Toulouse 
(B1/B2)

Université Toulouse Jean Jaurès 
(B1/B2)

Ecole d’ingénieurs de Purpan : 
(A1 à B2)

CREPT Formation : (A1 à B1)

* Information leaflet available at the frontdesk

Diplôme
Approfondi de la

Langue 
Française

DALF C1 to C2

To certify your high level of mastery of the 
French language.
To give you the best possible basis on which 
to start a French university course.

Possession of this qualification dispenses 
with the need to take any other exam in or-
der to enter a French University

QUALIFICATION VALID FOR LIFE

Individual preparation, with the option to 
combine with a programme of intensive 
lessons.
any time of year/any level

Length to be determined according to 
the level and the teachers’ availabilities

Université of Toulouse Jean Jaurès 
(C1/C2)

Purpan school of engineering : 
(C1/C2)


